DIRECTIONS TO ROOM SWH 10081

The next page has an annotated campus map.

Room SWH 10081 is a 10 minute walk from visitor parking in Lot VB, and only a few minutes from the upper bus loop.

BY PUBLIC TRANSIT: Take any SFU bus to the upper bus loop (red circle at map coordinate G32). Enter Blusson Hall, just a few feet north of the bus loop: directions continue below.

BY CAR: Take University Drive East and follow the signs to VB Lot, turning left at Tower Road, and entering the last parking lot on the left (entrance is red square at map coordinate I37). Pay parking is in effect: park in unreserved parking space. There are ticket booths in the middle of the lot, and at the far west end. Head west from the parking lot, turn right up some stairs, continue past the upper bus bus loop, and enter Blusson Hall.

INSIDE BLUSSON HALL: Walk west to the far end of the corridor, following signs to Saywell Hall and the Academic Quadrangle (AQ). SWH 10081 is on the right side of the corridor, just before a steep stairway that heads down to the AQ (blue square at map coordinate F29).